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Abstract: The purpose was to comprehensively compare the prediction accuracy of different nitrogen
nutrition indexes (NNILAI and NNIDM) derived from critical nitrogen concentration (Nc) models
established by the leaf area index (LAI) and dry matter (DM) in estimating the grain yield of indica
hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings. Therefore, field experiments were
conducted with two high-yielding indica hybrid rice varieties and five nitrogen application rates in
2018 and 2019. The results show that NNIDM peaked in the stem elongation stage, while NNILAI had
its maximal value in the mid-tillering stage during the growth stages. The NNILAI had the highest
correlation with the relative effective panicle number in the tillering stage when compared with the
NNIDM, and the threshold points of the NNI were 0.971 (active tillering stage) and 1.106 (mid-tillering
stage). Moreover, the NNILAI had the highest correlation with the relative seed setting rate in the
stem elongation–panicle initiation stage compared with the NNIDM, and its threshold points were
1.116 (stem elongation stage) and 1.053 (panicle initiation stage). In contrast, the NNIDM had the
highest correlation with the relative seed setting rate in the heading stage compared with the NNILAI,
and its threshold point was 1.050 (heading stage). Therefore, the NNILAI in the tillering–panicle
initiation stage and NNIDM in the heading stage should be merged to effectively improve the nitrogen
nutrition status and its evaluation in addition to the prediction accuracy of the yield of indica hybrid
rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings. This study provides a theoretical basis for
improved understanding of the nitrogen status and yield prediction of indica hybrid rice grown from
machine-transplanted bowl seedlings.

Keywords: indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings; nitrogen nutrition
index (NNILAI and NNIDM); critical nitrogen concentration (Nc); leaf area index (LAI); dry matter
(DM); yield; component factors

1. Introduction

Rice is one of the most important food crops in China. In 2020, the area used for
planting rice accounted for 25.8% of the total area used for all food crops, and the yield of
rice represented 32% of the total grain yield [1]. The amount of available arable land and
lobar have decreased year-by-year due to urbanization and industrialization. Increasing
the rice yield per unit area has become the main strategy to ensure national food security
in machine transplanting [2,3]. Machine-transplantated bowl seedlings will become one
of the main development directions of rice planting mechanization in China in the 21st
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century because the technology is associated with a significantly higher rice seedling quality
and yield than with other machine transplanting technologies [4,5]. Nitrogen fertilizer
application in rice fields in China is generally too high [6]; excessive application of nitrogen
fertilizer does not significantly increase the rice yield but, rather, results in a decline in
the nitrogen use efficiency and widespread pollution of ecological environments [7]. In
recent years, the growth of rice production in China has slowed down or even stagnated.
Therefore, the establishment of reasonable methods for the diagnosis and monitoring of
crop nitrogen nutrition along with the optimization of nitrogen management measures
in paddy fields are some of the main solutions that can be used to achieve sustainable
development of the agricultural economy, especially regarding the machine transplantation
of indica hybrid rice bowl seedlings.

At present, analysis methods based on plant nutrient elements are an effective means
for diagnosing the nutritional status of crops under field conditions. The nitrogen con-
centration of crops decreases in the growth stage with increases in agronomic parameters
(dry matter (DM) or leaf area index (LAI)), and this negative correlation is not affected
by the crop planting year, species, or genotype [8,9]. Previous research has established
different Nc models based on DM for plants grown in different regions [10,11]. In addition,
the differences in Nc models also depend on the different cultivation methods used. Our
earlier study also confirmed the view that Nc models operating under the condition of bowl
seedling mechanical transplantation [12] differ from the Nc model of rice in the eastern re-
gion proposed by Ata-Ul-Karim [13]. LAI, an agricultural parameter closely related to crop
photosynthesis and canopy nitrogen status, can better reflect the nitrogen absorption status
of plants [14]. Although the model based on DM can provide a more accurate estimation of
the rice growth status, various constraints have led to certain limitations in agricultural
field production practice. For example, representativeness is required for the acquisition of
DM and the reduction in DM in the drying process. Additionally, with respect to the DM
sampling site, it cannot reflect the crop growth status of the whole plant space [15]. The
LAI-based approach can be considered as a potential alternative to overcome the problems
associated with the PDM-based approach for the assessment of the crop N status, as it can
be easily, rapidly, and accurately estimated through nondestructive techniques and remote
sensing. The spectral information mainly reflects the relationship between the plant canopy
and sunlight. Therefore, it is difficult for remote sensing technologies to accurately predict
the aboveground DM in the late growth stage [16]. Thus, LAI-based diagnostic tools can
provide better technical guidance for evaluating the nitrogen nutrition supply status, and
yield estimation of indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings
remains to be determined.

The NNI calculated based on the Nc model is an important indicator that can be used
to quantitatively evaluate the nitrogen nutrition status of rice and to accordingly make
recommendations for decisions involving fertilization. At present, the strong correlation
of the NNI with crop nitrogen demand, yield, and quality has been studied on different
crops [17]. The NNI not only reflects the field nitrogen nutrition status [18] but can also be
used to predict the rice yield [19]. The grain yield can be calculated by the yield components,
and the yield is controlled by the yield components. However, there have been few studies
on the correlation between the NNI and yield components. Scholars have only discussed
the idea that the NNI can predict the yield in each period but have not considered that the
rice yield is subject to the synergistic effect of yield components throughout the formation
process. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify which indicator of the NNI is key in the growth
period and can be used to improve yield components.

The purpose of this study was to construct a model for the Nc of machine-transplanted
indica hybrid rice based on the LAI, to evaluate whether this newly developed Nc model
can better estimate the yield of indica hybrid rice, and to compare the relationship and
differences between the NNI (NNILAI and NNIDM) calculated by the two Nc models and
the yield and its components. The prediction results can provide a theoretical reference
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and basis for estimating the yield of indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted
bowl seedlings.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials and Experimental Details

This experiment was conducted at the Wanzhong Experimental Station of Anhui
Agricultural University, Lujiang County, Hefei City, Anhui Province, China (117.23◦ E,
31.48◦ N) for two consecutive years, 2018 and 2019 (Figure 1). Two indica hybrid rice
cultivars named Huiliangyou 898 (HLY 898) and Yliangyou 900 (YLY 900) were used in this
study (Table S1). Both cultivars are high-yielding rice varieties planted in large areas in the
study region. The meteorological data in 2018 and 2019 are shown Figure 2.
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2.2. Soil Sample Collection and Laboratory Analysis

Type of soil is clay. The soil is sticky, the structure is compact and rigid, and the
expansion and contraction is strong. Topsoil was collected at depth 0–20 cm on rice fields
before transplantation in 2018 and 2019. The soil samples were collected from each N treat-
ment. At the laboratory, organic matter was determined following the method described by
Kim [20]. Total N was measured by the KCl extraction method [21]. Available phosphorus
(P) was determined based on the molybdate blue method (Bray II extraction) [22]. Available
potassium (K) was extracted by NH4OAc pH 7.0 and measured by atomic absorption spec-
trometry [22]. Soil pH was determined in a 1:2.5 soil to water mixture by a pH meter [23].
The basic soil data are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical properties of the soil at the study sites.

Year
Organic
Matter

(g·kg−1)

Total N
(g·kg−1)

Available P
(mg·kg−1)

Available K
(mg·kg−1) pH

2018 32.36 2.03 24.80 211.42 5.11
2019 30.89 1.77 25.97 245.52 5.54

2.3. Experimental Design and Treatments

The experiments were performed using a split-plot design with cultivars as the main
plots and N rates as subplots. The five N treatments were 0 kg ha−1 (N0), 75 kg ha−1 (N1),
150 kg ha−1 (N2), 225 kg ha−1 (N3), and 300 kg ha−1 (N4). The experiment was repeated
three times in 2018, and the area of a single plot was 40 m2. The experiment was repeated
four times in 2019, with an area of 36 m2 per plot. The N fertilizer was split into three
applications, with 40% as the basal fertilizer, and 30% provided at tillering and 40% at
panicle initiation; all treatments of phosphorus (P2O5) and potassium (K2O) were one-time
basal applications using amounts of 105 kg P ha−1 and 225 kg K ha−1, respectively. A
pot hard disk was used for dry seedling cultivation in the experiment. Pre-germinated
seeds were sown in a seedbed, and 26- and 28-day-old seedlings were transplanted on
7 June 2018 and 13 June 2019. In the two-year experiment, three seedlings were planted in
each hole with row spacings of 15.7 cm × 33 cm. The wheat straw grown on the site prior
to the experiment was mechanically crushed and fully returned to the field. After rotary
tillage, it was irrigated and soaked for three days, and the rotary tillage was then smoothed
down. In order to prevent water and fertilizer channeling, each plot was separated using
ridge films. The seedlings were transplanted in shallow water, and shallow water irrigation
was maintained in the tillering stage. When the number of stems and tillers reached 80% of
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the expected panicle number, the field began to drain in the sun, and alternate dry and wet
irrigation was conducted from the jointing stage to maturity until the first week of harvest.
Weeding has been controlled by artificial. Organic pesticides were used to pre-control the
main rice diseases in this region such as rice blast and rice false smut for both cultivars and
five N treatments.

2.4. Determination Content and Methods
2.4.1. Dry Matter (DM), Leaf Area Index (LAI), and Nitrogen Concentration

Plot sampling was conducted after rice transplantation. According to the average
number of tillers per plot, three hills were sampled at each key growth stage. The leaf area
index (LAI) was calculated using dry matter values [24]. Plant samples were separated
into leaves, stems, and panicles and dried in an oven at 105 ◦C for 30 min to deactivate
enzymes. Next, the samples were dried at 75 ◦C until reaching a constant weight, and
the biomass was then weighed. The total aboveground dry matter mass was determined,
and the total N concentration was analyzed using the Kjeldahl-N method. The plant N
uptake was calculated by multiplying the total aboveground dry matter mass with the
plant N concentration.

2.4.2. The Yield and Its Components

An effective panicle number of 50 hills was investigated in each plot. According to the
average effective panicle number in the field, six rice hills were selected, and the process
was repeated three times to obtain yield components such as the grain number per panicle,
seed setting rate, and 1000-grain weight. The actual yield was measured and converted to
the yield per unit area based on a water content of 14%. The relative yield (RY) was defined
as the ratio of the grain yield for a given N-fertilizer application rate to the highest grain
yield for all N-fertilizer application rates [12]. The method for calculating the relative yield
components was similar to that used for the relative yield.

2.5. Data Analysis
2.5.1. Nc Model Based on DM

In our early research, the critical nitrogen concentration (Nc) curve was constructed
based on DM data collected in 2019 [11]. Nc was better able to distinguish the data points
for nitrogen-limited and non-nitrogen-limited growth in 2018 and 2019.

Nc = 4.02 DM−0.42 (1)

Nc represents the critical nitrogen concentration (%) corresponding to the DM of the
machine-transplanted indica hybrid rice. DM is the dry matter weight of rice, 4.02 is the
nitrogen concentration when the DM is 1, and 0.42 is the statistical parameter controlling
the slope of the curve.

2.5.2. Nc Model Based on the LAI

Based on the experimental data obtained in 2018 and 2019, Nc was determined by
distinguishing the data points for nitrogen-limited and non-nitrogen-limited growth. In the
nitrogen-limited group, additional nitrogen was applied, leading to a significant increase
in the LAI (p < 0.05). In the non-nitrogen-limited group, supplemental nitrogen application
did not lead to an increased LAI, while the nitrogen concentration increased significantly
(p < 0.05) [15]. The Nc of the sampling day was determined by the intersection ordinate of
the above linear fitting curve and the vertical line of the maximum LAI of the non-nitrogen-
limited group. The Nc curve was constructed based on data collected in 2019:

Nc = a LAI−b (2)

Nc represents the critical nitrogen concentration (%) corresponding to the LAI of the
machine-transplanted indica hybrid rice. LAI is the leaf area index of rice, a is the nitrogen
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concentration when the LAI is 1, and b is the statistical parameter controlling the slope of
the curve.

2.5.3. Verification of the Nc Curve

The Nc model was verified using independent test data for 2018. The model accuracy
(R2), root mean square error (RMSE), average relative error (RE), and prediction accuracy
(R2, the determination coefficient between the measured value and the estimated value of
the model) were comprehensively evaluated.

R2 =

n
∑

i=1

(
xi −

∧
xi

)2

n
∑

i=1

(
xi −

−
x
)2 (3)

RMSE =

√√√√√ n
∑

i=1

(
xi −

∧
xi

)2

n
(4)

RE(%) =

√√√√√ n
∑

i=1

(
xi−

∧
xi

xi

)2

n
× 100% (5)

where xi is the measured value for the nitrogen nutrition index;
∧
xi is the predicted value of

the model;
−
xi is the average of the measured values; and n is the sample size. R2 reflects

the fitting degree of the model, where the higher the value, the higher the accuracy. RMSE
and RE reflect the dispersion and deviation between the predicted value and the real value
of the model, respectively, where the lower the values, the better the prediction effect of
the model.

2.5.4. Nitrogen Nutrition Index (NNI)

The NNI is the Nc ratio between the measured nitrogen concentration and LAI of the
same rice plant:

NNI =
Nt

Nc
(6)

where Nt is the actual rice nitrogen concentration (%), and Nc is the critical nitrogen
concentration (%) corresponding to the same LAI. When NNI = 1, the nitrogen nutrition
of rice plants has reached the appropriate state; when NNI > 1, nitrogen is in excess; and
when NNI < 1, nitrogen is lacking.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

The test data were collated and calculated using Microsoft Excel 2016 software, and
variance analysis was performed using the general linear model in SPSS (v.20.2). The least
significant difference (LSD) method (p < 0.05) was used for multiple comparisons among
the treatments. OriginPro 2015 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). software
and R environment (v.4.0.2) with ‘ggplot2′ [25] were used for curve fitting and plotting.

3. Results
3.1. The Nc of Indica Hybrid Rice Grown from Machine-Transplanted Bowl Seedlings Based on
the LAI
3.1.1. Dynamic Changes in the Agronomic Parameters in Different Growth Periods

The relationship between the LAI and the number of transplanting days for indica
hybrid rice (Figure 3) shows that the LAI increased greatly with progression of the growth
period in the early growth stage (tillering—jointing stage) with a small associated error
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value. In terms of the nitrogen application rate, the LAI gradually increased with an
increase in the nitrogen application rate. The variation law for the nitrogen concentration
with the number of transplanting days (Figure 4) shows that the nitrogen concentration
decreased as the number of transplanting days increased, and it decreased significantly
in the middle stage before growth (tillering—booting stage) with a small error value. In
terms of the nitrogen application rate, the nitrogen concentration gradually increased
as the nitrogen application rate increased. At the same time, the variation laws for the
LAI and the nitrogen concentration were basically the same during the two-year period.
Therefore, this study attempted to determine the Nc of indica hybrid rice grown from
machine-transplanted bowl seedlings based on the LAI.
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Figure 3. Dynamic changes in the LAI according to days after transplanting (d) shown for the
varieties Huiliangyou 898 (HLY 898) and Yliangyou 900 (YLY 900) according to the season (2018 or
2019). * indicates significance at the 0.05 level. ** indicates significance at the 0.01 level.

3.1.2. Nc Based on the LAI

Based on the LAI of each sampling date and its corresponding actual nitrogen concen-
tration in 2019, the Nc corresponding to the LAI of each transplantation date was obtained,
and linear curve fitting was then carried out for each Nc to construct a dilution curve of
the Nc of the machine-transplanted indica hybrid rice with bowl seedlings (Figure 5). The
power function equations of the Nc models developed by Huiliangyou 898 and Yliangyou
900 are Nc = 3.41 LAI−0.37, R2 = 0.85 (HLY 898) and Nc = 3.33 LAI−0.31, R2 = 0.88 (YLY 900),
respectively. The variance analysis showed that there were no significant differences in the
model parameters between the test varieties (p > 0.05). In order to develop a model for
indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings that is suitable for
different varieties, the Nc model was constructed by integrating data from two varieties
(Nc = 3.35 LAI−0.33, R2 = 0.85).
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3.1.3. Model Validation and Comparison

It was demonstrated that the Nc model constructed in this experiment could satisfacto-
rily distinguish between the two-year nitrogen- and non-nitrogen-limited groups (Figure 6).
The data points collected for the nitrogen limitation treatment were lower than or close to
the Nc, and the data points from the non-nitrogen limitation treatment were higher than
or close to the Nc. The maximum and minimum nitrogen concentrations (Nmax and Nmin)
and the LAI were observed on each day of indica hybrid rice sampling, and two nitrogen
concentration dilution boundary models (Nmax = 3.45 LAI−0.33, Nmin = 2.06 LAI−0.34) were
obtained, which were also consistent with the crop nitrogen dilution model. In order to test
the reliability and universality of the model, LAI data from 2018 were used to verify the
constructed model (Figure 6). The results show there was a strong correlation between the
measured and estimated values with a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.19 and relative
error (RE) of 12.3%.
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3.2. Dynamic Changes in the NNI in the Indica Hybrid Rice Grown from Machine-Transplanted
Bowl Seedlings

The nitrogen nutrition index (NNILAI) was calculated based on a new model for
Nc (Nc = 3.35LAI−0.33). The results show that the nitrogen nutrition index of the two rice
varieties increased as the nitrogen application rate increased for different years and nitrogen
levels. In terms of the NNILAI (Figure 7), the calculation ranges based on the LAI data were
determined to be 0.40–1.21 (HLY 898) and 0.37–1.26 (YLY 900) in 2018 and 0.40–1.05 (HLY
898), 0.37–1.11 (YLY 900) in 2019. In terms of the NNIDM (Figure 8), the calculation ranges
based on DM data were determined to be 0.65–1.23 (HLY 898) and 0.66–1.31 (YLY 900) in
2018 and 0.58–1.11 (HLY 898) and 0.58–1.14 (YLY 900) in 2019. In addition, the peak point
of NNILAI appeared at the tillering stage, and the peak point of NNIDM appeared at the
stem elongation stage.
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3.3. Relationship between the NNILAI and the Yield of Indica Hybrid Rice Grown from
Machine-Transplanted Bowl Seedlings
3.3.1. Correlation between the NNILAI and Relative Yield (RY)

The variance analysis of the effects of fertilization, years, and varieties on the NNILAI
showed that the nitrogen application rate is the main factor affecting the NNILAI of rice
from the tillering stage to the heading stage (p < 0.01). Significant differences were found
between the different nitrogen treatments (p > 0.05) (Table 2). The correlation between
the NNILAI and yield at different growth stages was analyzed. The results show that the
relative yield (RY) of the rice initially increased and then decreased as the NNILAI increased
and the two varieties exhibited the same trend for each growth stage over a two-year period
(Figure 9). The accuracy (R2) of the NNILAI and relative yield (RY) models were 0.91, 0.75,
0.87, 0.90, and 0.82 at the active tillering, mid-tillering, stem elongation, panicle initiation,
and heading stages, respectively. When the NNILAI reached a particular threshold, the
relative yield of the rice plateaued, and the thresholds for each period were 0.971 (active
tillering stage), 1.106 (mid-tillering stage), 1.116 (stem elongation stage), 1.053 (panicle
initiation stage), and 0.952 (heading stage).

Table 2. Analysis of variance for the NNILAI with respect to the variety, nitrogen rates, and years.

Grouping
Factor

Variation
Source

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Nitrogen rate
Between groups 1.983 4 0.496 21.197 0
Within groups 2.222 95 0.023

Total 4.206 99

Variety
Between groups 0.001 1 0.001 0.026 0.872
Within groups 4.204 98 0.043

Total 4.206 99

Year
Between groups 0.263 1 0.263 6.536 0.120
Within groups 3.943 98 0.040

Total 4.206 99
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Figure 9. Relationship between the nitrogen nutrition index (NNILAI) and relative yield (RY) in the
different growth stages, shown for the varieties Huiliangyou 898 (HLY 898) and Yliangyou 900 (YLY
900) according to the season (2018 or 2019). DAT, days after transplantation. ** indicates significance
at the 0.01 level.

3.3.2. Relationship between the Yield and the Yield Components

Considering that the actual yield and the yield components may differ for different
varieties and years, the relative value (the ratio of the yield under each treatment to the
maximum value under each treatment) was used for the discussion and an analysis of the
correlation between the yield and the yield components of the machine-transplanted indica
hybrid rice with bowl seedlings was carried out (Figure 10). The results show that the
relative yield and the relative yield components had a significant indigenous correlation,
and the order was as follows: relative effective panicle number (0.967) > relative seed
setting rate (0.923) > relative grain number per panicle (0.880) > relative 1000-grain weight
(0.757). At the same time, the relative effective panicle number and the relative seed setting
rate also had a significant indigenous correlation.

3.3.3. Correlation between the NNILAI and the Relative Yield Components

In order to further explore the mechanisms regulating the NNILAI and their effects
on the yield at different growth stages, the correlation between the NNILAI and relative
yield components was established at each critical period of development (Table 3). The
relative effective panicle number, relative grain number per panicle, and relative 1000-grain
weight were found to be positively correlated with the NNILAI, while the relative seed
setting rate was negatively correlated. The two varieties in each growth stage showed the
same trend over the two years. In terms of correlation, the correlation between the relative
effective panicle number and the relative seed setting rate was stronger than that between
the relative grain number per panicle and the relative 1000-grain weight in each growth
stage. The correlation between the NNILAI and the relative effective panicle number was
the highest in the tillering stage (R2 = 0.880, 0.875), followed by the relative seed setting rate
(R2 = 0.811, 0.808). The correlation between the NNILAI and the relative seed setting rate
was the highest in the stem elongation–heading stage (R2 = 0.827, 0.900, 0.779), followed by
the relative effective panicle (R2 = 0.793, 0.766, 0.776). In terms of the NNILAI threshold, the
NNILAI threshold of the relative effective panicle numbers in the tillering stage were 0.971
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(active tillering stage) and 1.106 (mid-tillering stage), the same as the NNILAI threshold
of the relative yield, while that for the relative seed setting rate was quite different, with
error values of 0.022 and 0.014, respectively. The NNILAI threshold values for the relative
seed setting rate in the jointing—heading stage were 1.116 (stem elongation stage), 1.053
(panicle initiation stage), and 0.952 (heading stage), similar to the NNILAI threshold of the
relative yield. The NNILAI thresholds of the relative spike grain number and the relative
1000-grain weight had high levels of error when compared with the NNILAI thresholds of
the relative yield in each stage.
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Table 3. Correlation between the NNILAI and the relative yield components of the indica hybrid rice
grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings according to growth stage. ** indicates significance
at 0.01 level.

Growth Stage Yield Components Equation
N Nutrition Index

(NNILAI)
Threshold

Error Value
(Compared to the

RY Threshold)
R2

15 DAT
(active tillering)

Relative effective panicle y = 1.290x − 0.272 0.971 0.000 0.880 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.450x + 0.552 0.975 0.004 0.683 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.238x +
1.182 0.993 0.022 0.811 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.216x + 0.788 0.940 −0.031 0.526 **

30DAT
(mid-tillering)

Relative effective panicle y = 1.106x − 0.239 1.106 0.000 0.875 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.405x + 0.545 1.101 −0.005 0.655 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.220x +
1.190 1.120 0.014 0.808 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.154x + 0.823 1.092 −0.014 0.320 **

45DAT
(stem elongation)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.691x + 0.206 1.131 0.015 0.793 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.268x + 0.694 1.108 −0.008 0.764 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.136x +
1.100 1.117 0.001 0.827 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.119x + 0.864 1.066 −0.050 0.506 **

60DAT
(panicle initiation)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.523x + 0.432 1.067 0.014 0.766 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.181x + 0.798 1.062 0.009 0.673 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.103x +
1.055 1.053 0.000 0.900 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.087x + 0.906 1.066 0.013 0.516 **

75DAT
(heading)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.509x + 0.495 0.960 0.008 0.776 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.194x + 0.808 0.943 −0.009 0.722 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.098x +
1.042 0.952 0.000 0.779 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.084x + 0.917 0.890 −0.062 0.452 **

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of the Different Nc Models

In this study, the LAI of two indica hybrid rice varieties gradually increased as the
nitrogen application rate was increased, and the difference in the model parameters be-
tween the varieties was not significant (p > 0.05, Figure 5). Therefore, based on the LAI
of the two varieties, the Nc model was constructed for indica hybrid rice grown from
machine-transplanted bowl seedlings (Nc = 3.35LAI−0.33, R2 = 0.85). The model con-
forms to the dilution model of the power function curve [9]. However, there are some
differences between parameters a and b compared with the Nc model based on the LAI
(Nc = 3.70LAI−0.35) constructed by Ata-Ul-Karim for japonica rice [15]. These differences
are mainly due to the nitrogen concentration in indica hybrid rice being lower than that
of japonica rice for the same LAI and because the values are more critically affected by
environmental factors and cultivation measures. There were great differences in the climate,
soil, and other environmental factors as well as the planting methods between the two
experimental sites. However, the difference in the b value is small, and Zhao et al. believes
that b is the statistical parameter that controls the slope of the curve and is less affected
by climate, soil, and other environmental factors and varieties [26]. After verification with
an independent experiment conducted in 2018, the model of Nc that was newly built in
this study for indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings was
able to satisfactorily distinguish between the data points from the nitrogen-limited and
non-nitrogen-limited groups. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the prediction model
was 0.19, and the relative error (RE) was 12.3%, indicating that the model is very stable.
This indicates that it is feasible to use the model to construct an Nc model of indica hybrid
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rice based on the LAI. In order to further study the variation law of the nitrogen nutri-
tion index of indica hybrid rice grown from mechanically transplanted bowl seedlings,
this paper introduced the Nc model based on DM, as determined in our earlier study
(Nc = 4.02DM−0.42) [12]. There are obvious differences between the two models: the Nc
model of DM gave higher values than the model based on the LAI, which is due to the
fact that the LAI and DM are in an allometric growth state during plant growth [15]. Some
researchers believe that leaves, as the main photosynthetic organ, are sensitive to nitrogen
application [27–29]. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss differences in the estimation of the
nitrogen nutrition status of indica hybrid rice obtained based on the two Ncs.

4.2. Comparison of Two Different NNIs (NNILAI and NNIDM)

In different years and with different nitrogen levels, the values for the nitrogen nu-
trition index (NNILAI and NNIDM) of the two varieties of rice obtained by the two models
increased as the nitrogen application rate was increased in each period [30]. In terms of
the NNILAI derived from the NC model based on the LAI, the ranges in 2018 were 0.40–1.21
(HLY 898) and 0.37–1.26 (YLY 900), while they were 0.40–1.05 (HLY 898) and 0.37–1.11 (YLY
900) in 2019. For the NNIDM derived from NC models based on the DM, the ranges in 2018
were 0.65–1.23 (HLY 898) and 0.66–1.31 (YLY 900), while they were 0.58–1.11 (HLY 898) and
0.58–1.14 (YLY 900) in 2019. The NNIDM peak appeared in the stem elongation stage, while
the NNILAI peak appeared in the tillering stage [12]. This is because the indica hybrid rice
tillering number reached its maximum value in the early growth stage when the nitrogen
supply was sufficient. The increase in DM was fastest at the jointing stage, and the increase
in the LAI could not effectively results in an increase in the DM of rice in the early growth
stage [31]. In conclusion, the nitrogen nutrition status reflected by the two models, namely
the NNI, differs. Therefore, whether the difference in the NNIs retrieved by the model
affects the yield estimation remains to be investigated.

4.3. Correlation between Two Different NNIs (NNILAI and NNIDM) and the Relative Yield and
Relative Yield Components

A large number of studies have been conducted on the prediction of the rice yield
based on nitrogen nutrition status-related indicators. Wu et al. showed that there is a
significant correlation between the rice yield and nitrogen use efficiency [32]. Sun et al.
found that the nitrogen application rate is significantly correlated with the rice yield
and that the rice grain yield is also significantly correlated with nitrogen absorption and
utilization [33]. However, the uniformity of nitrogen application in the field will lead
to differences in the crop yield [34], so nitrogen management needs to be optimized to
increase the rice yield. The nitrogen nutrition index [35], as an index for analyzing and
monitoring the nitrogen nutrition status during rice production [30], showed a strong
correlation with the rice yield. In terms of the estimation of the relative yield (RY) with
the NNI (NNILAI and NNIDM) using the two models, this study (Figure 10) showed that
the NNILAI initially increased with RY and then plateaued as RY continued to increase
(R2 = 0.91, 0.75, 0.87, 0.90, and 0.82), similar to the relationship between the NNIDM and
RY determined in our earlier research [12] (R2 = 0.88, 0.73, 0.77, 0.78, and 0.85) but with
inconsistent model accuracy. The values for the NNILAI and RY were higher than the model
accuracy of the NNIDM and RY from the tillering stage to the panicle initiation stage, but the
model accuracy of the NNIDM and RY was higher in the heading stage. When the nitrogen
nutrition status of rice was more accurately reflected by the NNI, the yield estimation
was also more accurate. In summary, the NNILAI more accurately reflected the nitrogen
nutrition status in the tillering–panicle initiation stage, while the NNIDM was more accurate
in the heading stage, which is in contrast to previous results. Ata-Ul-Karim et al. suggested
that the rice nitrogen uptake is greatly affected by increased LAI due to leaf expansion [15],
which may be due to the more ineffective tillers of indica hybrid rice compared with those
of japonica rice, resulting in more greatly reduced values for the LAI in the heading stage.
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However, Lemaire et al. suggested that the crop nitrogen uptake is regulated by DM and is
not necessarily proportional to the LAI [36].

The rice yield is one of the most important indexes for evaluating the effect of rice
cultivation measures. In recent years, researchers have been working to improve the rice
yield by adjusting the rice yield components based on the synergistic effect of these yield
components on the crop yield [37,38]. There are some differences in the yield components
between years and varieties [39]. Therefore, relative indexes were used in this study, and it
was found that the relative effective panicle number, relative seed setting rate, and relative
grain number per panicle is strongly correlated with the RY. This is because the effective
panicle number and yield increased as the nitrogen application rate increased, and the
differences were significant. The seed setting rate was found to be negatively correlated
with the yield, while the grain number per panicle was positively correlated with the yield,
and there was no obvious fluctuation in the 1000-grain weight [40]. In this study, the
difference in yield estimation was discussed by analyzing the relationship between the
two NNIs (NNILAI and NNIDM) and the relative yield components. Based on the analysis
presented in Tables 3 and 4, the NNILAI was strongly correlated with the relative effective
panicle and relative seed setting rate, while the NNIDM was strongly correlated with the
relative yield components, except in the case of the relative 1000-grain weight. In terms of
the growth period, the correlation of the NNILAI in the tillering—panicle initiation stage was
found to be higher than that of the NNIDM, and vice versa, in the heading stage, which is
consistent with the results for the correlation between the NNI (NNILAI and NNIDM) and RY.
The threshold points of the NNI and the yield components indicate that the threshold points
of the NNILAI required to provide N nutrition for the yield components in different periods
are basically the same as those related to the N nutrition demand for the yield components.
The NNILAI better reflects the nitrogen nutrition status required for an effective rice panicle
number in the tillering stage and more accurately reflects the nitrogen supply required for
the seed setting rate of rice in the stem elongation–heading stage and can thus be used to
more effectively regulate the rice yield. In the early growth stage, the NNIDM indicates the
nitrogen nutrition provided for the yield components, while the threshold point of nitrogen
nutrition demand for the yield differs. In the later growth stage, the seed setting rate was
shown to be the same as the NNIDM threshold point of the yield. The NNIDM can more
accurately reflect the nitrogen supply required to meet the rice seed setting rate demand
in the panicle initiation–heading stage and, thus, can be used to estimate the rice yield at
this stage.

Considering the correlation and threshold point, the selection of the NNI should be
considered in different periods when the rice yield estimation is taken as the research
objective. The NNILAI was selected in the tillering–panicle initiation stage, and the NNIDM
was selected in the heading stage. The NNI can not only calculate the measured value
through the Nc but also can be estimated by hyperspectral technology [21]. Therefore, it
is necessary to identify which NNI can better predict the rice yield. In this study, only
high-yielding indica hybrid rice was used as the research object, and a large number
of verification tests under other climate and varieties would be needed to improve the
reliability and universality of the model and theory.
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Table 4. Correlation between the NNIDM and the relative yield components of the indica hybrid rice
grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings according to growth stage. ** indicates significance
at 0.01 level.

Growth Stage Yield Components Equation
N Nutrition Index

(NNILAI)
Threshold

Error Value
(Compared to the

RY Threshold)
R2

15 DAT(active
tillering)

Relative effective panicle y = 1.060x − 0.049 0.981 −0.049 0.785 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.407x + 0.600 0.977 −0.053 0.736 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.200x +
1.143 0.997 −0.033 0.744 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.204x + 0.803 0.925 −0.105 0.620 **

30DAT(mid-
tillering)

Relative effective panicle y = 1.213x − 0.164 0.954 0.014 0.736 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.435x + 0.580 0.945 0.005 0.736 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.241x +
1.175 0.943 0.003 0.686 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.205x + 0.804 0.913 −0.027 0.542 **

45DAT(stem
elongation)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.596x + 0.284 1.150 0.060 0.672 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.236x + 0.720 1.129 0.039 0.742 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.111x +
1.079 1.137 0.047 0.666 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.111x + 0.870 1.096 0.006 0.570 **

60DAT(panicle
initiation)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.493x + 0.406 1.070 0.000 0.804 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.205x + 0.760 1.060 −0.010 0.713 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.095x +
1.059 1.064 −0.006 0.731 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.098x + 0.887 1.100 0.030 0.390 **

75DAT(heading)

Relative effective panicle y = 0.574x + 0.372 1.035 −0.015 0.862 **
Relative grains per panicle y = 0.214x + 0.765 1.056 0.006 0.706 **

Relative seed setting rate y = −0.106x +
1.062 1.050 0.000 0.910 **

Relative 1000 grain weight y = 0.086x + 0.903 1.024 −0.026 0.525 **

5. Conclusions

The critical nitrogen concentration (NC) model based on the leaf area index (LAI)
(Nc = 3.35LAI−0.33, R2 = 0.85) can accurately reflect the nitrogen nutrition status and predict
the yield of indica hybrid rice grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings. Some
differences in the nitrogen nutrition status (NNILAI and NNIDM) between the two NC models
were identified. The accuracy of the yield prediction for indica hybrid rice grown from
machine-transplanted bowl seedlings was influenced by the accuracy of the estimated
N nutrition status ion, which varied depending on the growth stage; the N nutrition
status reflected by the NNILAI was more accurate in the tillering–panicle initiation stage,
while that reflected by the NNIDM was more accurate in the heading stage. The results
of this study can accurately determine the nitrogen nutrition status of indica hybrid rice
grown from machine-transplanted bowl seedlings based on different NNIs. Meanwhile,
the established models would be useful to provide theoretical bases for precision nitrogen
fertilizer management to improve yield and benefits of rice. Whether the model is applicable
to other crops and cultivation methods after some adjustments remains to be studied.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/agronomy12030742/s1, Table S1: Growth duration, plant height,
and potential yield of both cultivars.
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Abbreviations

NNI nitrogen nutrition index
NC critical nitrogen concentration
NNILAI nitrogen nutrition index calculated based on dry matter critical nitrogen

concentration model
NNIDM nitrogen nutrition index calculated based on leaf area index critical nitrogen

concentration model
HLY 898 Huiliangyou 898
YLY 900 Yliangyou 900
RY relative yield
LAI leaf area index
Nt the actual rice nitrogen concentration
Nmax the maximum nitrogen concentration
Nmin the minimum nitrogen concentration
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